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OUTSIDE  THE BOX
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RANGE HOODS
OUT OF THE BOX 
 
In the language of cabinetry a ‘box’ is a single, conventional 

cabinet – many boxes combine to create a kitchen or bath. This 

booklet gives you an overview of the Showplace offerings that 

go outside, or perhaps beyond the basic cabinet box. Elegant, 

lovely and practical additions to your home design that will 

create a distinctive continuity between rooms. Tie your vision 

together across varying spaces. And express your unique per-

sonality at the same time.
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ISLAND END CAPS 
Showplace fireplace surrounds and mantel range hoods are offered in a wide array of styles, woods and 
finishes to express your personal creative vision perfectly.

SPLIT COLUMN FIREPLACE 
SURROUND OR0192

CAPITAL MANTEL RANGE 
HOOD W0498

RAISED PANEL APPLIED 
MOLDING MANTEL HOOD 
OR0192

CLASSIC CORBEL OR0192

FLUTED COLUMN 
OR0192

PULL-OUTS W0496

ISLAND END CAP WITH 
TWO DRAWERS B0660ISLAND END CAP WITH 

FULL HEIGH DOOR B0640

SHAKER ISLAND WITH 
ROLL TRAY  B0640

FLUSH END ISLAND WITH 
ROLL TRAY B0620

ISLAND END CAP DRAWER 
B0650

SURROUNDS AND HOODS 
Showplace fireplace surrounds and mantel range hoods are offered in a 
wide array of styles, woods and finishes to express your personal creative 
vision perfectly.

MANTEL RANGE HOOD COLUMNS 
W0499, A0120, W0498

ISLAND END CAP WITH PLATE 
DISPLAY B0670
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CREATIVE  
FREEDOM 
 
You can start with one of our many fireplace surrounds 

shown on the previous pages and build from there. 

Or you can begin with a blank sheet and follow your 

creative vision wherever it leads. The flexibility and 

custom options offered by Showplace mean your 

imagination is your only limitation. Talk about your 

ideas with your Showplace designer.
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WALK-IN PANTRIES 
Add one to your new kitchen with a walk-in pantry. Use one of 

our special walk-in pantry cabinets, as shown below, or create 

your own, as shown to the right, using Showplace panels and 

components

OFFICE SETTINGS
 

 

Whether for working from home, balancing the 

household budget, or simply getting away to a quiet 

refuge, an office can be a great addition to your home. 

Showplace offers a flexible selection of file, bookcase, 

and desk cabinets to bring your creative vision to life, in 

our wide range of door styles, woods and finishes.
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MURPHY BEDS 
Murphy Wall-Beds from Showplace can be completely customized in your choice of wood, style and finish. You can add display 

or storage spaces as shown here, and dress it up as much or as little as you please. Sized to precisely fit your space, our Wall-

Bed cabinetry has top-quality all-wood construction backed by a limited lifetime warranty. 

Unlike sofa beds and futons, Murphy beds don’t use a folding mattress so there are no bars or lumps to sleep on. Use any mattress up to 11” thick for a comfortable night’s sleep. 

The folding support leg is angled to prevent stubbed toes, and the powder-coated aluminum mechanism is lightweight, rated to support up to 2000 pounds. 
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Vertical full bed with  
hidden internal shelves.
Overall dimensions:
77-1/2” wide x 
15-7/8” deep,
82-7/16” tall

02.01

Projects 85” from wall

Vertical twin bed
with functional outer
cabinets and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
86-1/2” wide x 21” deep
82-7/16” tall

02.02

Projects 85” from wall

Vertical full bed
with functional outer
cabinets and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
107-1/2” wide x  
21” deep
82-7/16” tall

03.02Projects 85” from wall

Two vertical twin beds
with functional  center 
 cabinets.  
Overall dimensions:
119” wide x 21” deep
82-7/16” tall

03.01

Projects 85” from wall

These design ideas aren’t your only options. These are just suggestions to illustrate some of the possibilities.  Each Showplace Murphy Wall-Bed is a unique creation, defined by your 

home, your preferences and your lifestyle. A Showplace designer can help you take your ideas to reality.

CUSTOMIZABLE OPTIONS

Horizontal twin bed
with functional upper 
cabinet and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
80” wide x  
15-7/8” deep
79-11/16” tall

02.04

Projects 49” from wall

Horizontal twin bed
with functional upper 
cabinet and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
80” wide x  
15-7/8” deep
79-11/16” tall

02.04
Projects 49” from wall

Horizontal twin bed
with functional upper 
cabinets and TV space.
Overall dimensions:
80” wide x  
15-7/8” deep
79-11/16” tall

02.03

Projects 49” from wall

Home office unit:
Vertical full bed with 
functional cabinets, 
shelves and desk.

114” wide
18” deep
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Distance from wall to foot of bed when open:  Vertical twin, full: 85”  • Vertical queen: 90”  • Horizontal twin: 49”
 

Vertical Twin: 
44-1/2” 

Full: 59-1/2”
Queen: 65-1/2”

V. Twin: 82-7/16” 
Full: 82-7/16”

Queen: 87-7/16”

BASIC BED UNITS

Horiz. Twin 
49-11/16”

All sizes:
15-7/8” deep

Horizontal 
Twin: 80”



FOR YOUR 
ENTERTAINMENT
 

 

Showplace Cabinetry entertainment centers are custom-

designed and sized to fit your equipment and space 

perfectly. Select from one of our pre-designed templates, 

or strike out on your own with full blank-sheet freedom. 

Choose your wood, style and finish. Keep it simple, or add 

storage and display spaces. As with any other Showplace 

creation, your entertainment center possibilities are wide 

open.

Re quae natia conecup idigeniet, sitiori ne cum consequas 

doloresti sus elessitist, exceprovitat optasintius dolupta 

tionsec uptaeprat. Ehenihil ex estio. Nem enis niet re 

earcitium quo te cusam veliquo samendi tempero 

conserorum harciis ciendigenti  

 

eum utetur, iliquo ilit ex explit, si voleseque nobita volum 
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dollabora et placeperum quia nam id et in res non
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DESIGNER 
CLOSETS
 

 

If you’re thinking ‘outside the box,’ you may also want to 

think inside the closet. The Showplace Designer Closet 

collection includes a versatile array of individual cabinets 

and special accessories that can be combined in unique 

ways to fit your spaces and your creative vision. Our 

designer closets are fully modular and brilliantly practical. 

You can select your door style, wood species, finish, and 

specialty finish options. 

Anything from the simple and practical to the elegant and 

elaborate is possible. Keep things basic as shown above, or 

elevate your creation with decorative Showplace accents 

such as the moldings and fluted panel boxes shown below. 

Talk to your Showplace designer to learn more…
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